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“The TOD was treated so badly 
by the external provider, 

security had to be called.”
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fee debate 
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Australia threaten action but so far 
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Visual vendors who visit a venue to 
supply services to clients have 
GRFXPHQWHG�VRPHWLPHV�RXWUDJHRXV�
IHHV�DQG�QHJOLJHQFH�LQ�VRPH�OHDGLQJ�
YHQXHV�

!e largest audio visual supplier, Staging Connections, say 
they only recommend technician on duty (Venue Technical 
Representative – VTR) fees for bump in and bump out. !e 
venues themselves can set policy to charge to supervise ex-
ternal suppliers for the whole event – and many do just that.
“We understand the role that a VTR serves in providing 

advice to external audio visual companies whilst seeking to 
protect a venue’s assets”, says Tony Chamberlain, Managing 
Director at Staging Connections Group Limited.
Lidia Dalton from Expert Events detailed how one hotel 
works.

“One that really made my blood boil was in relation to an 
international conference that we ran at Sheraton on the Park 
in Sydney from 26 – 29 May this year.”

“!e additional fees equated to over $3000, just to be able 
to bring in our preferred supplier. In addition to the TOD 
charges, the hotel charged a "at fee for ‘charges relating to 
utilities and for access to the Hotel infrastructure’, even 
though we already paid $15,000 in room hire fees.”

 “In the end we still brought in our own supplier, as the 
quote from (in house AV supplier) Staging Connections was 
almost double the quote provided by an external provider, 
even taking into account the $3000 TOD fees.”
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But this pales into insigni!cance when you journey south 
to So!tel Melbourne. "e hotel, via in-house AV supplier 
Audio Visual Dynamics, charged $8,000 for TOD to super-
vise external AV supplier Microhire at an event named Great 
Healthcare Challenge in 2011. "e charges covered all hours 
of setup, event and bumpout. "e original quote was for 
$11,319 plus GST. In addition, the charge for provision of 
internet in each meeting room was an eye-watering $300.

Microhire were included in the argument during a gig at 
Sydney’s Doltone House at Darling Island Wharf earlier this 
year.

“"e freelance AV Tech on TOD on bump out was so 
engrossed in his mobile phone that he had no idea we left 
the building. So much for ensuring we don't damage the 

doorways. "e event was a SIDS 
fundraiser and there was not a 
dry eye in the house when parents 
addressed the audience. "e venue 
was moved to sting them about 
$675 + GST. (A) written complaint 
to the venue sparks a phone call 
from Microhire claiming to not 
enjoy doing it but doing it at the 
request of the venue and its not 
a 'rort' as I claim”, according to a 
supplier who prefers to remain 
anonymous.

Doltone House gets another 
mention from the same external 
audio visual supplier, again regard-
ing an event this year: “Day 3 of an 
event is just a workshop in a break-
out room requiring projector and 
screen. Venue insists on charging 
TOD for bump in when our gear is 
already set up. Event Manager still 
battling this one.”

"is respondent also claims the 
Sydney Hilton is charging a blanket 
$1,500 if the event producer does 
not use in house supplier Staging 
Connections.

“Event manager: ‘Sorry can't give 
you this gig. Venue has $1500 surcharge if we don't use Stag-
ing Connections’".

“Me: ‘You obviously haven't booked enough room nights.’"
“Event Manager: ‘What are you talking about - I've booked 

300 room nights.’”
“Me: ‘Really? "ey wouldn't dare try that on with [XYZ ho-

tel]. "ey would be kissing their feet with 300 room nights. 
"ey must think you're weak.’ Surcharge waived the next day 
after hotel Director Of Sales consulted with GM.”

Alex Buckle says the company he works for tries very hard 
to work with the venues.

“We generally fully utilize the tech and try and make them 
feel part of the team. I went into a venue in Melbourne 
earlier this year and my client was charged for two techni-
cians during periods of the conference (and) the end bill was 
extremely high. In the spirit of trying to do the right thing 
I asked if we could utilize the TOD to make our job easier. I 
was expressly told ‘no as he could not supervise properly if 
he was laying a cable.’”

“"is begged my response ‘how does your technician su-
pervise himself when laying a cable for your company?’”

“We all know that random techs and crewing companies 
(are) pulled in from all over to !ll in last minute jobs, so who 
is supervising them?”

“I have this argument with pretty much every venue I deal 
with”, an event producer reports. Like some quoted in this 
story they prefer to protect their anonymity as they contin-
ue to work with the venues named.

 “Sheraton on the Park in Sydney wanted to charge “access 
fees” justi!ed as wear and tear on their lift recently. Royal 
Pines on the Gold Coast wants to charge for the ‘duration of 
the event’ which goes pretty much constantly for !ve days 
and four nights, so these charges would add up to thousands 
of dollars”.

“Most venues I have found if you challenge it they will get 
rid of it, but you have to be quick (ie. WAY before you get to 
the contract stage), and often, it is a long, drawn out argu-
ment”, concludes Alex.
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A Melbourne audio !rm commented on the situation at 
Melbourne Town Hall, where AVD (Audio Visual Dynamics) 
are the in-house production company.

“We had a request for quote, and the client told us that 
AVD (Audio Visual Dynamics) are the in-house production 
company. "ey will be charging $83.05 per hour from start 
of bump in 9am until end of bump out (approx 1:00 am) "is 
charge is for 1 of their sta$ to be present".

Ben Alcott from Damn Good Productions in Sydney draws 
attention to practices at "e Westin in Sydney.  

“We have had issues a number of times where the ven-
ue has tried to charge an ‘AV Supplier Charge’ if you don’t 
use in house supplier, Staging Connections. ("is) varies 
between $1000 and $2500 we have found. "ey charge 
this when it seems they will lose revenue from the client 
not using Staging. One speci!c event was in May last year 
for a simple breakfast that was part of a roadshow we were 
producing for a !nancial client. "e venue made a massive 
fuss about it and insisted on charging the client $1000.  "e 
amazing thing is that we were using and paying Staging 
Connections to supply the in-house usuals (PA, projector 

“All went well 
until the 
contract 
loaders 

employed by the 
external 

company dropped 
the M7 while 

pushing it in a 
real 

hurry. The 
mixer was 

damaged (cheap 
& nasty road 
case), the TOD 
(therefore, 
the in house 
provider) was 
blamed for 
packing it 
wrong!”
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“In many cases the 
TOD is a very young 
and inexperienced 
junior technician 

who has very limited 
knowledge. They also 
find themselves su-
pervising more than 
one client at any 
given time within 

the venue as well as 
taking care of 

other venue matters. 
Therefore the 
client is being 
charged for a 

service that is not 
even being supplied 
– a bit of double 
dipping don't you 

think?”
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and screen, lectern, stage) but because our crew were operat-
ing the show and we were supplying some touring kit, they 
felt they could charge an additional $1000 - two bites of the 
cherry! Needless to say after legal threats from the client, 
they eventually backed down.”

“(But) Sydney Convention and Exhibition Centre tran-
scends this by actually stating categorically to clients that 
you cannot bring in outside equipment or suppliers (if the 
venue has it available) - we have had an issue with SCEC 
where we weren’t allowed to bring in a screen that we owned 
because they had one, then when it went in we found they 
sub hired from TDC - very strange.”

“Basically this all amounts to !ird Line Forcing and Exclu-
sive Dealing, which of course are illegal”, Ben alleges.
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Peter Summers from My Production Company has been 
involved with the Event production and staging industry for 
over 30 years.

“I have managed several production companies during this 
time including Staging connections Gold Coast,  Intercity 
Staging Canberra and Brisbane to name but three. During 
my time with these companies I managed to secure in house 
and preferred supplier contracts with approximately sixteen 
hospitality venues in Canberra and Queensland”.

Some of these contracts were with such prestigious hos-
pitality venues such as Hyatt, Sheraton, So"tel and Rydges 
chains. I was indirectly involved with some of the origi-
nal discussions in regards to the implementation of TOD 
charges and the reasons why”.

“Back in the early nineties competition for hospitality 
contracts were highly sought after. In order to obtain these 
contracts large commission incentives were o#ered to the 
venues to secure this work, back in the nineties it was gener-
ally a standard commission of 25% on equipment hire with 
labor excluded.”

“As time progressed venue management realised the 
potential for considerable revenue generation from the pro-
duction companies vying for their business and started to 
demand greater commisions which over the past few years 
has grown to be in some cases 40% of equipment hire and 
labor.”

“In some cases now in order for Production Companies 
to secure the inhouse contracts they have to guarentee a 
certain annual return from audio visual production services, 
not just a basic percentage commission on services sold.”

“Over the past ten years many smaller boutique Audio Vi-
sual Production Companies have been established,  many of 
these by disgruntled ex employees of the larger Production 
Companies , these smaller companies due to smaller over-
heads and the lower costs of technology over time have been 
able to o#er considerable costs savings to clients whilst still 
supplying a very professional and high standard of service 
resulting in greater market share and I believe growth in the 
industry. ...Continued page 68
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“The freelance AV 
Tech on TOD on bump 

out was so en-
grossed in his mo-
bile phone that he 
had no idea we left 
the building. So 
much for ensuring 
we don't damage the 

doorways.”

!is has very much eroded the revenue potential both to the 
larger Production Companies and their contracted venues.”

“As a result a solution was required to combat this threat 
- hence the implementation of TOD charges. In most cases 
when quoting for the supply of Audio Visual Services  the 
smaller companies with lower overheads were able to supply 
a cheaper alternative to  the client.
!ey were also in some cases able to supply a further small 
discount to long standing and loyal clients to meet their 
budget restraints on some events.”

“!e larger (in house) production 
companies who were already giving up 
to 40% commissions to the venues were 
unable to compete with price with these 
smaller production companies thus 
pricing themselves out of the business 
resulting in lower returns to themselves 
and bottom line to the venue.”

!e introduction of TOD charges on 
the outside suppliers or their clients 
subsequently in many circumstances 
annulled any cost savings to the client 
and incentive to go with the outside 
supplier. On top of this venues would 
o#er further incentives such as free 
workshop rooms or boardrooms if the client was to use the 
in-house supplier.”

“On most occasions the end client was never told or knew 
that the venue was collecting large commissions from the in 
house supplier which far surpassed the cost of throwing in a 
small function room here or there.”

“In many cases the TOD is a very young and inexperienced 
junior technician who has very limited knowledge of large 
event staging and in many cases has not been involved with 
as many events in the venue as some outside suppliers have 
over the years. !ey also generally $nd themselves supervis-
ing more than one client at any give time within the venue 
as well as taking care of other venue matters. !erefore the 
client is being charged for a service that is not even being 
supplied (as) they cannot supervise if they are not in the 
room. A bit of double dipping don't you think?”

“I am sure there are also issues here with liability - does 
the venue or in-house supplier have or accept any liability 
for the production side of the event? After all the TOD is 
there in a advisory and supervisory role as dictated by venue 
policy. What if something happens on the TOD’s watch, 
what happens if they give the wrong advice resulting in 
damage or injury - who is liable?

What more can I say except it is time that the truth came 
out about this deplorable situation. !is on top of Conven-
tion Centre’s having lock out policies on outside production 
companies (which) has greatly reduced the potential for 
small production companies to supply their services”, con-
cludes Peter.
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 concludes TOD supervision of a load in, and a loud out, 

is inevitable. !e stories above don’t touch on policies at per-
forming arts centres, where the venue rental often includes 
a house system but labor is added on.

“We toured the performing arts centre's and were being 
hit up for ridiculous fees to hire risers ($40 each) or drape 
o# the back of a recital hall - $900, including stage carpet”, 
one caller told .

But that seems reasonable to us, as does supervision of 
a load in and out. And in some cases, 
where a complex venue has digital 
patch, wireless DMX and %ying equip-
ment, you should expect a paid TOD to 
be right there the whole time. But (the) 
TOD should be skilled and able to quick-
ly assist with any query – or know where 
to get help. !e $rst thing we would 
want to see is the TOD waiting at the 
loading dock, to deliver the induction.
!e TOD should professionally induct 
all visiting crew, and take the produc-
tion chief on a technical handover 
inspection, including access to power 
distribution boards. TOD should be a 

%agship service, positioned to enhance the clients event, not 
penalize and frustrate external suppliers.

Dave Deveny says he understand the venue’s posi-
tion. “Tens of millions of dollars are being continuously 
spent on both technical and building infrastructure which is 
being wrecked by the lazy and irresponsible few. So how do 
we solve it?  I have an idea”.

 “We should use the carnet system as an example. Produc-
tion suppliers should pay a bond into a trust fund that in 
turn pays for damage insurance. “

“Suppliers would need to justify their payment based on 
reputation and weight of work, similar to the way we all 
negotiate our Public Liability insurance.

“Producers should pay for a technical handover by the 
venue technical supplier to their third party suppliers at 
the start and end of each event period. Any damage should 
then be reported and an insurance claim made against the 
production company”.

“!e production companies fund payment [or premium] 
would go up or down based on claims against them.”

Tim Ban$eld says you should press the venue to ensure 
the TOD are suitably quali$ed to oversee your work.

“(You need) the necessary insurance to cover your work 
(such as) Public Liability.”

He suggests demanding the venue supply proof of com-
petency of the TOD, and also a copy of their Public Liability 
insurance cover. 

...Continued from page 19
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